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Abstract – Geographic Information Systems (GIS) perform the computational processing of geographic data and store the geometry and the attributes of data that are geo-referenced, that is, situated on the earth surface and represented in a cartographic projection. Integral part of GIS functionality is an opportunity to make a complex analysis, which is able to integrate geo-referenced imagery as data layers or themes and link them to other data sets producing geospatial renderings of data. Based on Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) GIS expose its capabilities as Web services with purpose to create a flexible and extensible GIS that can quickly respond to changing and future organizational needs. In that case client’s application sends specially formed requests to the GIS services and ensures visual processing of responses. But the drawback is the count of such requests, because imaginary data and data needed for analysis are received sequentially (not simultaneously). The purpose of this paper is to present the solution of decreasing the amount of geo-requests, enabling extensions to existing GIS visual analysis tools and bringing into GIS SOA synchronization mechanism designed on principles of concatenated steganography. This ensures that various geospatial data streams will be kept, transmitted and analytically processed together using concatenated steganography, strongly taking into account mutual relations between these streams.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There are many existing multi-purpose services, available through the Internet. Nevertheless, while working separately, these services cannot support the complicated processes that are required, to ensure the satisfaction of needs of different users. These services have to communicate with each other, to enable according necessary complicated processes for users. The Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) ensures the possibility to manage separate Web services in such a way that they cooperate with each other while organizing the complicated business processes and meeting the demands of users for multiform information systems.

By applying SOA, it is possible to implement and manage the geographic information system (GIS). By using the Internet it is possible for users to view the geographic objects, which are depicted in high quality. This is ensured by special services – the services for receiving geographic data and the services for visualization of this data. To exploit GIS and advantages of these objects fully, it is necessary to keep data about geographic objects in the united, publicly available repository (for example – data base). It is also important, that the applications, that use these data, could cooperate with each other. Without respect to these demands it is quite difficult to use effectively the geospatial data, services and processes, to ensure the common business processes which include the receiving and visualization of geospatial information.

The real situation is that many systems/applications, that carry out the communication with GIS objects, do not cooperate with each other and/or the services of different providers do not communicate with each other. When a client requires the data and the raster map about any GIS objects, the situation arises, when it is needed to invoke the Web services or their methods multiple times (for example, one Web service returns the streets set, that consists of raster map of streets and registered metadata of streets – two requests are generally needed, to get the total representation). This seriously overloads the work of GIS server and reduces the performance.

There is a new concept/solution of processing and visualization of GIS SOA requests that is proposed in this work. To avoid the overload of server with multiple requests to gain the exact set of geospatial data, the authors propose to create a special combined request to the GIS server data and to process/visualize the gained image at the client-side.

This paper is organized as follows. The view about GIS SOA is given in Chapter II. Chapter III is devoted to visual analysis of GIS SOA. The optimized data translation in GIS SOA and concatenated steganographic model appropriate for processing of geospatial data is described in Chapter IV. The last chapter is devoted to the conclusions of the article and the future directions of development and research.

II. GIS SOA

The Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) is a method of creating business applications that implement the common services for supporting business functions. The base component of the architecture is a service. It is possible to describe different business processes, mutual integration of which ensures the implementation of whole information system. The information about geographic objects is received from different, separate places and in different formats. In particular it concerns the outer environment, where the information is received from different sources and according to different data models and formats. The SOA approach can be used in the area of GIS. It ensures more elastic mechanism for visualization, control and distribution of GIS units. This mechanism is ensured by special geospatial Web services. The GIS SOA conceptual model is presented in Figure 1.

GIS is a proven and valuable technology, which plays an important role in the present SOA strategies and initiatives. By applying SOA, organizations can integrate GIS in their existing systems, to ensure the open access to the common geospatial data, services and applications.
GIS Web services can be grouped into three categories [2]:

- **Data services:** the services of such type are strongly associated with specific data sets and ensure the access to specified data parts. The WMS (Web Mapping Service), WFS (Web Feature Service), WCS (Web Coverage Service) and other services can be included in such category. The WMS returns the visual 2D maps with geospatial content. The WFS ensures the features of geospatial data, which are encoded in the GML language (Geography Markup Language). WCS ensures the access to non-visualized geospatial information.

- **Services of process:** the services of such type ensure the operations for data processing or transformation in such a kind that is defined with specified parameters of user. The services ensure such typical processing functions as projecting, coordinate transformation, rasterisation and vectorisation. The CPS (Coverage Portrayal Service), CTS (Coordinate Transformation Service) and other services might be included in this category.

- **The services of register and catalogue:** The services of such type ensure the possibility for users and applications to classify, register, describe, search, support and access the information about Web services. The FTHPIS (Fault Tolerant High Performance Information Service), Web Registry Service, Web Catalog Service and other services can be included in such category.

The fundamental components of GIS SOA architecture are:

- WMS reverts dynamically the spatial linked data maps, which can be gained from the geographical information. The service defines „map”, which is the image of geographic information, and it is represented as a digital image file, that is appropriate for visualization on the computer screen. WMS ensures three methods:

  1. **GetCapabilities.** The mandatory WMS method, that ensures the receiving of metadata about WMS service. This method describes all WMS service methods and their features.
  2. **GetMap.** Mandatory WMS method, that enables obtaining of the map that can be shown on the screen. One of the most important request parameters is „LAYERS”. This parameter defines the geospatial objects for output (for example – streets, rivers etc.). This method also possesses such important parameters as „STYLES” (defines how to output the result), „HEIGHT”, „WIDTH”.
  3. **GetFeatureInfo.** Optional WMS method, that ensures the receiving of additional features of WMS service. One of the most important request parameters of this method is „LAYERS”. This parameter defines the geospatial objects, for which the supplementary information must be provided (for example – streets, rivers etc.).

- WFS defines the Web interfaces for access to geospatial data, that are based on features for accessing (vector data such as administrative information, streets etc.). WFS allows customer to get and renew the geospatial data which is encoded in GML language from different WFS services. The specification defines interfaces for data access and manipulation operations on geographical features, using HTTP as the distributed computing platform. The user of Web or service can collect, use and manage the geospatial data through these interfaces, for example, collecting the information about data representation from different places in the background mode, when WMS represents the map.

- WRS specifies the data of Web interfaces or services for searching in registers.

The fundamental components of service architecture of GIS Web are associated with SOA components. This is represented in Figure 2.
In GIS context, the UDDI is metadata catalogue of registered services or server. Web services communicate by using SOAP protocol. This is for XML API functions that are provided with Web services. Each Web service contacts SOAP API via WSDL, ensuring with that the enclosing of functionality of simple services.

III. THE VISUAL ANALYSIS IN THE FRAMEWORK OF GIS CLIENT

One of the most important features of geographical information system (GIS) is the ability to ensure the analysis of geographical information being accumulated and its visual representation in the GIS client. Taking into consideration, that the major part of geographical information, by its nature, is the description of geometrical characteristics and relations of real world (for example – coordinates, sizes, etc.) that is supplemented with general attributes that have no analogues in the physical world, but which are important in the context of areas of human activity (for example – aspects of logistic: number of transportation transactions, the capacity of accumulation; economic indicators: profit, turnover; demographic indications: populations, density, etc.), the matter concerning the convenient combination of such kind of information from the visualization point of view becomes dominant.

To enable GIS client to define the request and represent the obtained data, there is a need for the following information attributes that are described in Table I:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nr.</th>
<th>Information unit</th>
<th>Type of information unit</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Desired data display mode</td>
<td>Mode ID</td>
<td>Desired mode of work of GIS client for performing the processing of obtained data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Request of specified parameters</td>
<td>The parameters of service call (HTTP)</td>
<td>String.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Response parameters**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nr.</th>
<th>Information unit</th>
<th>Type of information unit</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Map</td>
<td>Raster / vector graphic image</td>
<td>The map of geographic region being visualized.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Data about geographic objects</td>
<td>XML document</td>
<td>Array of strings / numbers, which represents the information for additional characteristic of requested objects.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The modes of common visualization session in the framework of GIS client is as follows:

- The definition of display mode parameters (the 1-st and the 2-nd information units) takes place in the user interface of GIS client;
- The call of WMS Web service takes place in order to acquire the resulting image (the 3-rd information unit);
- The call of WFS Web service (or the call of WMS service method GetFeatureInfo) takes place in order to obtain the remaining data set (4-th information unit);
- The visualization of received data and the work session within GIS client are being performed.

The main activities of GIS client can include the following:

- Actions that results in modification of geographical data (for example – dynamic creation of new routes, positioning of newly created objects in the map, etc.);
- Actions that do not change the data content (for example – navigating within the map / rotation / scaling of the image, etc.).

Taking into consideration that the returned map is a two-dimensional image (while the attributes of geographical objects do not have the same restriction and these create the supplementary dimensions of information), the question concerning increase of number of visualization dimensions from classical two-dimensional space to three–dimensional space becomes important. This ensures more informative data placement. The specific application of visualization scenario and more detailed specification of involved data are presented below.

**The example of visual analysis**

The analysis of railway infrastructure of Latvia is used as an example, aiming to identify regions, where the increase of number of stations and routes is useful, regarding the aspects of demographic population in certain regions. The visualization mode in this case represents the map of Latvia with existing railway infrastructure (that consists of stations and connecting railways) together with the heightmap that represents relations between numbers of passengers and surrounding population in particular region. The topographic and demographic maps are obtained using the WMS service method GetMap, while calling the WMS method GetFeatureInfo provides the exact coordinates (geographical latitude / longitude), topology of stations / railways and the average amount of passengers handled (numerical value).

According to Table I, the content of information in this case is as follows (see Table II):

**TABLE II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nr.</th>
<th>Information unit</th>
<th>Context</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Desired data display mode</td>
<td>3D_PROPERTIES_GRID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Request of specified parameters</td>
<td>Topographic_Map + Demographic_Map</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
While performing the interpretation of this information using methods of spatial visual analysis, that rely on heightmaps and image processing filters for obtaining the interpolated attribute values (detailed information about this approach is presented in literature source [3]), it is possible to gain the following results (see Figure 3):

![Map visualization](image)

**Fig. 3. The result of visualization of Latvia railways in the GIS framework**

Image „a)” provides the unified visual representation of *(Stations, Roads, Attributes)* data arrays (the capacity of existing Latvian railway infrastructure is marked with blue colour, the population in certain region – with red). In turn, the result in the image „b)” enhances the result by providing supplementary visual heightmap (green) that represents the difference of these two data arrays in certain area of region and can be used for convenient identification of regions, where the expansion of the infrastructure is required.

According to this scenario, the data obtaining, while making request and waiting for answer from the server, requires more time (considering that multiple data load transactions are necessary). From the point of view of GIS visualization subsystem it would be more convenient to eliminate the delay of procedures of generating of the final image while waiting for an answer from WMS/WFS Web services. Instead, working with unified information source, which is obtained with the single WEB service, would be more convenient. For this purpose, the authors of this article offer to apply the steganographic implementation of information hiding.

### IV. THE OPTIMIZED ARCHITECTURE OF TRANSMISSION OF GEOSPATIAL DATA

After digitalization geospatial data is separated in GIS server and, in turn, saved in 2 possible formats – raster and vector. The images of aero photography, maps, drawings of territorial division of land, etc. are classified as raster data. The vector format data, by its nature, represents the information that is already strictly structured and typified, for example, map metadata, measurements of cadastral units, names of streets, coordinates of objects etc. Statistically, every second request from the client is associated with the retrieval of map that, actually, requires data of both kinds to visualize, manipulate and correctly interpret real-world objects. So, our suggestion for optimization of this approach is based on idea that the mentioned information has to be provided to client simultaneously and in synchronized manner, so the supplementary GIS SOA service for calling of service method is not needed, resulting in acceleration of time-consuming data transmission through communication channel. The fact must be considered, that such optimization could not be complete, if two concurrently sent geospatial data sets enlarge the transmitted traffic. Therefore the additional requirement was introduced for the architecture being created, so it can ensure the biggest capacity of data transmission while keeping the same number of traffic bits. Additionally, the vector data capacity required from client (that specifies certain geospatial layer in the raster, for example, feature of objects, directions of movements, etc.) in comparison with the raster map itself is much lower.

Taking into consideration the aforementioned and the fact, that GIS SOA geospatial raster data is represented by the form of image via WMS service, the decision was made to adapt the technology that is able to ensure the hiding of textual data in the image without significant distortions of its content. The digital steganography was considered as such a technology which researches a set of methods for data hiding in the bit sequence (for example – within the text, digital images, audio or video streams). Nowadays the application sphere of steganographic methods and algorithms is privacy protection (for example, protecting of confidential information from unauthorized access, suppression of surveillance system and the espionage network resource management, copyright protection), but solutions exist, in which the application of steganography is oriented to the significant feature of data hiding – constant number of bits transmitted at the increased amount of data [4]. More information about the essence of steganography and the conceptual design of steganographic systems can be found in the original research articles [5, 6, 7].

According to the fact, that the synchronization of geospatial layers is also needed, the concatenated steganographic model (its design is available in the section A of Chapter IV), the base concept of which is described in the literature source [4], adapted to GIS layers is located at the core of the developed architecture (see Figure 4)

The embedding procedure of concatenated steganography becomes an integral part of WMS service and it is activated before sending WMS response, in order to put the raster data of geospatial layers and appropriate metadata required by client application. In other words, receiving the request, the WMS service performs such steps:

1. The raster maps of required layers are selected according to request parameters (actually this is the result of GetMap method of simple WMS service) in the GIS server database, together with vector data, that, in turn, describes the features of visible objects of each layer and/or attributes of these (essentially it is the result of execution of simple WMS service method DescribeFeatureInfo or the resulting data set of WFS service).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3 Map</th>
<th><img src="image" alt="Map" /></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 Data about geographic objects</td>
<td><strong>Stations</strong> := {S1: {100.23, 78.89}; S2: {98.56, 12.45}; ...}; <strong>Railways</strong> := {S1-S2; S2-S3; S2-S4; S3-S4; S4-S5; ...}; <strong>Attributes</strong> := {S1: 78; S2: 124; S3: 46; ...}.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The embedding procedure of concatenated steganography becomes an integral part of WMS service and it is activated before sending WMS response, in order to put the raster data of geospatial layers and appropriate metadata required by client application. In other words, receiving the request, the WMS service performs such steps:

1. The raster maps of required layers are selected according to request parameters (actually this is the result of GetMap method of simple WMS service) in the GIS server database, together with vector data, that, in turn, describes the features of visible objects of each layer and/or attributes of these (essentially it is the result of execution of simple WMS service method DescribeFeatureInfo or the resulting data set of WFS service).
By using the concatenated steganographic model:

- Each selected layer is supplemented with corresponding metadata or objects characteristics;
- The included raster maps of layer are arranged according to size in ascending order;
- Each small-sized raster map is embedded into the layer of map of larger size – this process continues iteratively, while the creation of a single raster is not completed.

3. The resulting raster image is returned via active HTTP connection.

The result of WMS service execution is transferred to client’s tool for visual analysis that is responsible for retrieving of layer with metadata and preprocessing of data being visualized, for example, calculation of optimal route or creating of three-dimensional map image. After all, the geospatial map and the result of its additional processing are presented to the customer (depending on functionality being ensured by the visualization tool), while only ONE data transmission from GIS server is required.

The proposed architecture of data transmission is fully compatible with current GIS SOA architecture. This means that WMS service of expanded functionality that implements the embedding procedure of concatenated steganography, works according to generally accepted OGC standards and supports both POST and GET requests. In order to support our solution, the list of WMS service available parameters (available at http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/wms) must be expanded with new values that will determine the operation mode of the service. The newly attached request parameters depend on tasks, solution of which is required by application of this service (one of such application examples was examined in the Chapter III). So, in case, if the used software is developed with support of previous WMS service, where these parameters were not specified, the returned raster map will be reflected in standard mode without extracting of metadata and its additional processing. Otherwise, additional functionality of visualization and processing of geospatial data will be available on client’s tool.

a. Concatenated steganographic application in GIS context

The concept of concatenated steganographic model (CSM) is represented in the source [4] and it is based on the idea concerning the multiple use of the procedure of data embedding before transmission. So the CSM is able to ensure enhanced security of transmission of the hidden information, as well as to implement the synchronization mechanism of bits sequence, that is important regarding the distribution of geospatial data content. As it was already mentioned, the distribution of geospatial data content requires both the transmission of raster map and providing the structured metadata of suitable objects. So it is possible to conclude, that the necessity exists regarding the transmission of textual symbols and image bit streams. Taking into consideration the fact, that the metadata layer has more interpretative meaning, its total amount in comparison with the size of raster layer is much smaller. Thereby the metadata will be embedded into
raster and not vice versa. In addition, it should be noted, that the multi-layer data is requested within GIS SOA.

In order to ensure everything mentioned above, CSM concept was improved and adapted to data being kept within the GIS system (see Figure 5). As it can be seen, that the resulting stego-media container (that represents the layered raster map combined with its metadata) in one coder’s session becomes the input parameter for the next coder. Additionally, the input procedure of each level intends the use of kind of steganographic methods that is based on redundancy of visual information (image steganography), which means, that the hiding of bits always happens in the image, for example:

- Hiding procedure of the 1-st layer of geospatial data in its raster map is taken place on the level 0, but
- The newly created stego-media object in the 1st level (map + metadata) will already be hidden together with the metadata of the 2nd geospatial layer in the raster map of 2nd layer.

Considering that the result of the activity of previous level is directly applied in the next level, it is possible to conclude, that the relationship [1-1] exists between layer data embedded between N-level and N+1 level data container. In other words, the bit stream of one layer is synchronized with the bit stream of another layer, maintaining the GIS data integrity and consistency.

It should be noted, that the volume of necessary data container (equals to raster map of geospatial layer) increases significantly in each subsequent level. That is why before starting embedding process in each CSM level it is meaningful to select such map from the existed layer maps, that will be able to embed both the stego-media data of previous level, as well as current level. In case if it is not possible to arrange and find the most appropriate data container for steganographic embedding, then it happens according to size (the calculation method is described in the source [4]) operation of welding of small size raster maps (together with combining of according layer metadata), until the required data container is obtained. And only after that the embedding process continues.

In order to check the possibility of application of image steganography in the GIS systems and CSM correct interpretation in GIS context, the experiments were performed with Old Riga geospatial data. The layers of this data include (the metadata of certain layer are shown in the brackets that additionally specifies the raster map of this layer):
• Buildings (number of stores, structured addresses, objects of building shapes);
• Streets (coordinate corteges, names);
• Monuments, memorials (names of the most important places, coordinates, year of establishment).

The popular steganographic method LSB (Least Significant Bits) was applied to embed the indicated data into the layer map. LSB method performs insignificantly colour changes in the image, which, in turn, raise the brightness changes that are invisible to human’s eye [5]. If one bit is used for one message embedded in each byte, then it is possible to embed one message symbol in eight container bytes. But the LSB method can be applied for different number of bytes, while changing multiple bits in a byte. And specifically this feature was used for GIS layers. The obtained results proved that the simultaneous change of the smallest 4 bits of each byte won’t create the distortion of raster map content. In other words, using LSB method for any GIS layer, valuable information could be embedded in the raster map, which volume takes up to 50% of map size. Considering that the raster map takes 400 KB in average, the built-in metadata capacity is equal to 200 KB that is enough.

V. RELATED WORKS

Taking into consideration that GIS domain continue development and according solutions became integral parts of tools for support of strategic decision making, nowadays many products are being developed, allowing to solve standard tasks in the context of processing of geographic information.

Although the number of such products and its diversity does not allow for full review, the information regarding the different generally accepted and widely used end user visualization solutions (Desktop GIS clients) is given within this article:

• **GRASS GIS** – open source software that was developed since 1982 and gradually evolved into powerful package, which enables not only processing of geographic data / planning of environment development, but also allows for scientific research of data. This system enables to perform raster and vector graphics processing, and additionally, ensures the classic techniques of image processing [8]. The data saving and retrieving occurs with dBase II DBVS, but other SQL-based solutions are also possible (for instance – MySQL, PostgreSQL/PostGIS, SQLite) while ensuring the condition that data is kept locally. This means that GRASS does not provide direct support of the architecture advantages of Web services and additional integration works are needed to ensure appropriate functionality [9].

• **Quantum GIS** – open source software which is being developed since 2002. It includes the possibility of viewing, modifying and analysis of geographic data [10]. While aiming for expansion of main functionality the maintaining of dynamically connected modules (plugins) is supported (these can be created with C++ / Python). The data retrieving is performed with SQLite / GDAL / PostGIS / PostgreSQL, but the service also supports WMS/WFS according to OGC specification.

• **ILWIS** (Integrated Land and Water Information System) is a GIS client, which supports not only general data processing, but also is capable of automated creation of maps, while performing the digitalization of data input [11]. Until 2007 it was a commercial product with emphasis on managing of water resources, but later it was switched to open source licensing model. This tool features both classical two-dimensional visualization and the ability to display three-dimensional maps. The ADO/ODBC were used as the main mechanisms of data retrieving, but the initial implementation of WMS-type service occurred in the last product version 3.7.

• **uDig** – open source software that is being developed on the base of „Eclipse” platform using programming language Java. The last version is able to cooperate with other GIS solutions (for example – using above-mentioned GRASS tool for complicated operations with vector data). Additionally it supports saving/retrieving of geographical data of several levels (using PostGIS / textual files for description of geographic data) and according visualization [12]. The integrated support for WMS, WFS, WCS family is embedded in uDig, as well as supplementary standards GeoRSS and KML.

• **gvSIG** – the open-source solution which is based on Java. The last version 1.11 allows displaying and processing data of several files (for example – raster – BMP, GIF, TIFF, JPEG, JP2, PNG, VRT, ERDAS, PIX, AUX, ADF, MPR, MPL, ASC, PGM, PPM, PST, RMF, NOS, KAP, HDR, RAW, etc.; vector – SHP, DXF, GML, DWG, DGN, KML, etc.) with intention to allow the user to manage the data effectively and solve the complicated management and planning problems in the domain of geographic resources [13]. The access to the locally kept data is ensured through several mechanisms PostGIS, MySQL, ArcSDE, Oracle, JDBC, CSV, while it is possible to use OGC standard for distant access (WMS, WFS, WCS, WFS-T, WPS), as well as ArcIMS service.

The summarized comparison of mentioned solutions and the new proposed approach is presented in Table III.

As it can be perceived from the table, the proposed architecture supports functionality of all existing solutions, while simultaneously offering unique feature to optimize the data transmission procedures without changes in logic of existing infrastructure.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The basic principles of creating GIS SOA architecture are reviewed in this article while discovering the problems of inefficient data transmission for GIS visualization solutions on the client side. This problem is associated with the fact, that from the view of visualization in the framework of GIS client, it is not important how the data is transferred to the graphical system. Therefore the number of sent requests at the GIS server is doubled in existing GIS SOA solutions, because the
raster and vector data are received separately, although these are needed simultaneously for full-fledged work on client side. Therefore, the attempt was made to solve this problem on the business level within this work, by synchronizing the geospatial flows of raster and vector before they get into the customer application. For this purpose, achievements of embedding of digital steganography data in the bits flows are applied, which results in the adaptation of so called concatenated steganographic model to the data kept within the GIS system. Additionally, the sample of three-dimensional application of computer graphic was developed, that allows optimizing of the visual placement of data, using one reserve dimension for the displaying of supplementary attributes in comparison with classical “flat” displaying.

The implementation confirmed ability of our approach to enable successful data analysis within GIS client, based on unified retrieving of geospatial information. As described in Chapters III and IV, appropriate use case allowed identifying of potential improvements of railway infrastructure of Latvia which is both reliable (due to the fact that it is based on automated visual analysis of existing capacity of the infrastructure and demographic characteristics) and effective in terms of usage of geospatial Web services (due to the introduction of CSM concept which allowed to perform mentioned analysis within just one session of data retrieval). In fact, all mentioned useful conclusions were obtained while providing only limited set of parameters (3D_PROPERTIES_GRID / Topographic_Map + Demographic_Map) for one-time calling of a single Web service within the GIS client.

A set of distinctive advantages of the proposed solution is as follows:

- A necessity to perform additional calculation within GIS client before the visualization session can start, in order to extract the encoded data with properties of geographical objects from the image of the map.
- Additional processing time is needed for WMS service before sending the response in order to embed metadata into the raster data of the layer. So totally it can influence the execution time of single HTTP request.

The potential further research development directions are as follows:

- Analysis of standard GIS application scenario aiming to define the parameters of necessary modes with metadata transmission format.
- Standardization of information formats being contributed according to adapted CSM geo-data.
- Application of universal stegoconstructor [14] in CSM, to find the most appropriate steganographic model for geospatial data media, as well as guarantee the stability of placed metadata against transformations of different kind during the transmission sessions within the SOA architecture.
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